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Abstract

In the big data era, large volumes of social media data are generated at a high velocity, which we refer to as social big data. It is beyond the ability of traditional methods and algorithms to manage the massive amount of data in a tolerable elapsed time. In this paper, we present a comprehensive overview of the established big data techniques and new achievements on social big data management. The study also highlights a list of state-of-the-art applications based on data gathered from social networking platforms. At the end, we identify the key issues and challenges related to social big data analytics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of computing and networking techniques, social media have experienced a fast growth. Massive amount of data has been generated in real-time. Social network sites, such as Twitter and Facebook and other micro-blogging services, have provided a new kind of platform for information sharing. Web users all over the world can directly engage in these networks and share their opinions and perspectives. The content data are presented in the forms of texts, links, images, videos, etc., ranging from daily life stories to the latest local and global news and events [1]. The rich and continuously generated data provide tremendous value for users and organizations. The information gathered in the online communities and shared by their users constructs an important source of big data and provides valuable contribution to decision making.

Social big data is a collection of huge data sets with great diversity extracted from social networks. To better define big data and characterize its technological aspects, [2] proposes the three V model. The three Vs are Volume, Velocity and Variety. Additionally, another three Vs have been added to extend the set of variables. They are Veracity, Variability and Value. The latter three Vs have a stronger focus addressing the big data challenges and managerial perspectives [3] [4]. The 6V model is further explained as follows.

- Volume refers to the large amount of data that consumes excessive storage.
- Velocity represents the speed of data generation and the frequency of data delivery. Big data analysis requires a fast rate to keep up with the speed of data production.
- Variety addresses the importance that big data are generated from a great variety of sources, which may contain both structured and unstructured data.
- Veracity characterizes the quality of data (for example, uncertain and imprecise data) and the level of trust in different data sources.
- Variability stresses the unpredictability of big data.
- Value describes the transformation of information into insights that may create economic value for companies and organizations [5].
As an emerging paradigm, big data refers to any set of data with enormous capacity that traditional methods would require a large amount of time to process [6]. The sheer size of the dataset makes it practically impossible for typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and analyze [3]. Therefore, the management of big data requires advanced and technology-based analytical approaches and sophisticated algorithms and techniques.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the state-of-the-art methods and techniques to store and process social big data. A survey of recent achievements on social big data applications is being conducted, with a clear focus on applications published in the past few years. The paper also highlights the current challenges and security issues in social big data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the techniques and methods used in social big data and investigates the emerging frameworks and libraries. Section 3 describes the recent applications in the field, providing a list of achievements in the past five years. In Section 4, we discuss the open questions and challenges in social big data. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. SOCIAL BIG DATA TECHNIQUES

Highly scalable and efficient methods are needed to process the increasingly large volume of social media data. High velocity of the big data production requires fast algorithms to avoid bottlenecks during data processing and analysis in order to generate meaningful results to aid decision making in real time. Not-Only Structured Query Language (NoSQL) is a revolutionary database management system that is widely used for big data processing. It stores large volumes of data and retrieves query results based on the consistency model, which is more flexible than the traditional relational databases. The NoSQL databases offer horizontal and vertical scalabilities that provide fast responses for data storage and retrieval [7]. Popular NoSQL database models include MongoDB [8], Cassandra [9], Amazon’s DynamoDB [10], Google’s BigTable [11], etc.

Hadoop [12] is an open-source framework that was specifically designed to handle big data. The main components of Hadoop are Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce. With HDFS, multiple machines that are remotely located can cooperate to achieve a common computational goal. MapReduce is programming model designed to separate operations across different logical units. As indicated by its name, MapReduce contains two key functions: map and reduce. The overall task is first divided into smaller subtasks containing autonomous data chunks. The map function executes each individual subtask in parallel, while the reduce function combines the data tuples produced by the map function and delivers the end result.

With increasing advancement in modeling and analysis of social big data, various methods and techniques are being exploited, such as cloud computing and parallel processing. Cloud computing has become a mainstream solution for big data storage, processing, and distribution [13]. It is designed to use vast computing and storage resources to provide the needed computing capacity for big data applications. The large amount of data requires a new processing approach by applying parallelism on readily available hardware [14]. Parallel computing has been widely adopted by scholars for processing large clusters of social media data in parallel. These system infrastructures facilitate scalable, accessible, and sustainable data streams to expand the processing ability of social big data.

The system infrastructures stated above help to store and load the social big data. To search for valuable information and to extract hidden patterns in the data, analytic methods are applied. Data analysis enables organizations to obtain information that can affect their businesses. Statistical models and machine learning methods are commonly adopted in social big data analysis. Often, they perform a predictive task, which is used to forecast future observations based on historical data. Popular predictive techniques include regression analysis, cluster analysis, decision tree, Bayesian network, Support Vector Machine, neural network, etc.
Regression analysis has been widely applied in many social big data applications. Two common regression models are autoregressive models [15] and moving average models [16]. Clustering is a process to allocate data records into groups. Five types of clustering algorithms are discussed in [17], which are partitioning-based, hierarchy-based, density-based, grid-based, and model-based, respectively. For example, [18] developed an advanced data-driven application based on density-based clustering models for real-time social media news classification.

Neural network is constructed with artificial neurons linked by weighted edges. The commonly used backpropagation algorithm [19] repeatedly adjusts the weight on the edges based on the difference between the predicted result and the actual value. The emerging deep learning models split data into groups and map them to separate layers in the network for processing. Deep learning algorithms have achieved remarkable results in social big data analysis. For example, sentiment analysis is one of the major tasks in social big data analysis which aims at interpreting social network users’ sentiment tendency. A Sentiment polarity classifier is typically used to classify the data, which are categorized into positive, negative, and neutral preferences. [20] used a sentiment polarity classifier based on a deep learning model to investigate demands for regional events.

Software and tools have been developed to meet the increasing need for social big data mining and visualization. The expanding development of large-scale social networks is boosting the rise of new data analytic models and tools for big data techniques [13]. Tensor, a tool for big data analysis, has been adopted in various research work because of its prominent advantages in representing and handling complex and high-order data [21]. In [22], Liu et al. present an effective processing framework based on tensor networks to store and analyze social big data. [23] describes a method for managing big data from social network. Specifically, it is presented in distributed settings so as to support big data mining of frequently occurring patterns from social networks. [24] established an information diffusion model based on data from an online microblogging service. In their work, the impact of users’ network activities was studied to enhance the accuracy of the model. Paul et al. introduced a high-level system architecture for large-scale data processing services [25]. Sandryhaila et al. discussed a possible paradigm for large-scale data analysis based on the discrete signal processing on graphs [26].

Vinay et al. proposed a new classifier, named Extreme Learning Machine classifier, to perform face tagging for social networks operating on big data [27]. Severyn et al. developed a sentiment polarity classifier for Twitter using deep convolutional neural networks [28]. In [29], a novel framework is described to deliver mobile big data in content-centric mobile social networks. [30] developed a hierarchical framework for feature extraction in social internet of things big data using MapReduce framework and a supervised classifier model. [31] presents an ontology-based approach as a means to extract semantics of textual social data. They semantically analyze tweets at both the entity level and the domain level. Ontologies are used to capture domain knowledge and enhance the semantics of tweets by providing the conceptual representation of entities. Information control and detection is a critical issue in social big data. In order to detect outliers in various complex datasets, [32] presents an outlier detection method by incorporating density-based and clustering-based methods. [33] describes a study case that creates a corporate knowledge base exploiting linked open data and social big data.

3. RECENT APPLICATIONS
In the previous section, we examined the system infrastructure and analytical techniques to store and manage social big data. Big data analysis can provide tremendous values in the decision-making process. It has brought increased attention among research scholars in various disciplines. In this section, we review several major application fields of social big data, focusing on recent achievements published in the past five years.
3.1 Social Big Data for Event Detection

Big data have been employed as a source of information for event detection, such as natural disasters. Social media plays an important role in disaster management by channeling emergency information to communities that are affected by the disaster. In the past, researchers have utilized social media data to better understand the characteristics and develop relief plans [34] [35]. Kim et al. explored patterns generated by interactions of online users on Facebook during the 2016 Louisiana flood [36]. Yoo et al. applied Twitter data during Hurricane Sandy to evaluate information diffusion speed and its determinants [37]. In [38], Social Big Board, a real-time monitoring system of social big data, is introduced for disaster management.

Crowdsourcing is a process of acquisition, integration, and analysis of big and heterogeneous data from diverse sources in urban spaces. Researchers have used social media content to detect urban emergency events, such as fires, storms, traffic jams, etc. [39] proposed a 5W model (What, Where, When, Who, and Why) to detect and describe real-time urban emergencies based on crowdsourcing, using data collected from Weibo, a microblogging service. The spatial and temporal information was extracted from the platform to detect real-time events.

3.2 Building Intelligent Systems

Big data for social transportation has brought unprecedented opportunities for building the next-generation intelligent transportation systems. [40] reviewed a suite of schemes that are demanded for utilizing big data in social transportation systems, including data sources, analytical approaches, and application systems. D’Andrea et al. proposed a real-time monitoring system for traffic event detection from Twitter stream analysis [41]. Internet of things enables ubiquitous information exchange and content sharing among vehicles. In [42], Zhou et al. studied how real-world social big data can play a key factor in building an intelligent transportation industry.

With the continuing growth of social media data, information overload has become a great challenge. Recommendation system is one of the emerging solutions to handle the vast volume of data. It supports users to quickly access their desired content. [43] proposed a multi-domain recommendation system based on multi-source social big data.

Social media provides a valuable data source for tourism information [44]. Social big data from user-generated content, together with their aggregation, integration, real time analysis and synchronization, have become the major drive for the value creation process in smart destinations. In [45], Vecchio et al. demonstrated how vast amount of social big data from tourists can nurture the value creation process for a smart tourism destination. The study explored a set of regional tourist experiences in a Southern European destination. The integration of social big data analysis, including preliminary interviews, clustering, and sentiment analysis, makes it possible to build an intelligent system catered for tourists. The ongoing monitoring of social media can identify critical features and take real-time corrective actions. [46] presents a case study in Barcelona on tourism analytics with massive user-generated content.

The value creation process in big data involves using analytical techniques and tools to deliver information that can identify hidden patterns and provide insights on customer experiences to aid decision making. Raguseo et al. explored the moderating effects of market positioning based on customers’ reviews [47]. The study of [48] demonstrates the utility of big data analytics to better understand important hospitality issues, namely the relationship between hotel guest experience and satisfaction. The huge amount of data generated on social media by tourists serves as a valuable source of open innovation. [49] studies the digital records of tourist experiences in a destination in Southern Europe. The findings demonstrate how social big data can leverage the building of smart destination and support sustainable travel experiences.

In order to evaluate nature-based tourism and the features attractive to tourists, [50] applied social big data in investigating a protected area in an ASEAN heritage park. The research effectively illustrates the spatial patterns of visitation using 10 years of geo-tagged Flickr data.
The study offers insights into the applicability of social big data to protected area management and sustainable tourism.

### 3.3 Social Big Data in Economics
Social textual data have been used to predict economic growth. Yamada et al. introduced a systematic method to estimate the economic indicator by analyzing big data from social blogs [51]. Comparing to the announcement of the economic index from the government, which usually has a delay due to the time required to gather and analyze information, their approach can significantly reduce the time lag, producing results in nearly real-time. [52] studied Bitcoin OTC trust-weighted signed network datasets and monitored the Bitcoin economy via tracking users’ financial situation using attached identities.

### 3.4 Big Data and Social Issues
Social influence analysis explores a quantifiable way to measure the influence of each social network user and it aims to identify the most influential users in the networks. Analyzing social networks enables fresh insights into how web users interact with each other. Studying the influencing mode among users provides a guidance in understand the way information propagates across the networks. [13] provides a comprehensive investigation of social influence analysis and studies the characteristics and architecture of social influence analysis based on data in large-scale social networks. Social influence analysis has significant social impact and application value, which help us understand social behaviors of people and promote communication of political, economic, and cultural activities [13].

Zhang et al. present a systematic study to investigate how online users’ reposting activities in a popular online social network affect computer networks and users’ offline behaviors [53]. In the study, they present a voting strategy that identifies the most influential users for information dissemination in mobile cellular networks. The traffic load in the backbone network was predicted by observing interactions among users.

In [54], Zhang et al. studied and predicted the trends and patterns linked with youth sexting in South Korea using social big data extracted from domestic online news sites, social networking sites, and forums. Social big data have the advantages to incorporate a large volume of data and to gather information of a diverse range of participants, which lend to more accurate predictions of social issues.

### 4. CHALLENGES
The rich content on social big data brings unprecedented opportunities and challenges on data acquisition, management, and analysis. In the reminder of this section, we summarize the key issues and research challenges in social big data.

#### 4.1 Privacy and Security of Social Big Data
Privacy and information disclosure are one of the major concerns with the explosive growth of social big data and its emerging development. For example, the risk of users’ spatial information disclosure has become a serious issue with the increasing use of the “check in” feature on social networks [55]. It is crucial to prevent any possible identification of personal data. One solution is to apply anonymization algorithms to protect individual privacy. While open data provide a valuable resource for organizations and scholars, their accessibility should be regulated in order to avoid anticompetitive business practices [56]. [57] provides a critical discussion on open research issues in the field of privacy and security of social big data, concentrating on algorithmic paradigms and model-oriented paradigms. [58] evaluates the Internet of Things security criteria, while [59] presents security issues pertaining to Internet of Things cloud. Neyaz et al. analyze the code behind social media apps, such as TikTok, and evaluate their robustness against attacks, privacy, and security [60].
With ever-increasing social big data being delivered on mobile devices, security issues should be taken into consideration. Besides the users’ physical location as mentioned earlier, the wireless connection, which is used by mobile users to connect to the social networking platforms, should also be protected to avoid malicious attacks from three parties [61]. A new challenge has arisen in terms of how to allocate the security resources, for example, the computational resource to implement encryption in the wireless connection. Su et al. proposes a security-aware resource allocation scheme to deliver mobile social big data based on joint matching-coalition game [61]. In [62], Liang et al. discuss various security and privacy challenges of mobile social networking, including private information leakage, cheating detection, and sybil attacks.

In personalized recommendation systems, privacy of the users has raised a concern. To deliver the recommendation results, users’ sensitive context information, such as their social status, age, and hobbies, may be exposed [63]. It is extremely challenging to keep a balance between the system accuracy and users’ privacy preserving level. To tackle the problem of potential privacy leakage, [64] proposed a cloud-assisted private video recommendation system based on distributed online learning. The approach uses differential privacy to produce an efficient and highly accurate recommendation system.

4.2 Challenges of Text Mining In Social Media

Data quality on social networks is another issue. Social big data, for example Twitter streams, may contain a huge number of irrelevant and even polluted messages, including spams, advertisements, viruses, etc. [65] [66]. Social network studies indicate that over 70% of raw data sets may be noise or irrelevant message [67]. These contents significantly affect event detection performance. Weibo, another microblogging site, has become a tool for lawbreakers to diffuse false and illegal information, causing serious consequences [24]. Apart from spams and malicious information, a particular problem for social media is that discussions and comments can rapidly diverge into unrelated topics, resulting in irrelevant data being retrieved [68].

There are many underlying challenges in applying text mining and sentiment analysis techniques to social big data. For example, tweets particularly, do not produce the best results with traditional data mining techniques due to its short messages. The maximum capacity of 140 characters in a tweet does not allow each tweet to provide much contextual information and implicit knowledge. Tweets are also known to exhibit frequent occurrences of informal and less grammatical language, and a large number of misspelled words [69]. Tweets often contain emojis and abbreviations, which add further complications to the language variation. Irony and sarcasm are common in tweets, which are particularly difficult for machines to detect [68].

Moreover, data acquired from social media often contain biases. In [70], Hargittai discusses the methodological challenges of using big data retrieved from specific sites. Results reveal that “age, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, online experiences, and Internet skills all influence the social network sites people use and thus where traces of their behavior show up” [70]. Crawford points out that hidden biases in both the big data collection and analysis stages present significant risks [71]. In her work, the use of tweets for studying Hurricane Sandy was brought up as an example. The data retrieved from social networks exhibit considerable gaps with little or no input from certain communities affected by the disaster. Harford addresses that social network users are not representative of the population as a whole [72]. Tufekci presents a series of methodological and conceptual challenges in social big data in [70]. Example issues include the over-emphasis of a single platform, sampling biases from selection by hashtags, and vague and unrepresentative sampling problem [73].

5. CONCLUSIONS

With the exponential growth of big data and rapid development of social media, social big data is gaining increasing attention in the research community. Recent technology revolutions have enabled social media data to be generated at an unprecedented speed. In this paper, we review the background and the state-of-the-art of social big data. The massive amount of data is
characterized by the multi-V model, which are Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity, Variability and Value. When data are measured in terabytes or petabytes, traditional data computing models can no longer meet the needs. New forms of techniques are demanded for storing, querying, processing, and analyzing social big data to improve the decision-making process. Modern data warehouses such as NoSQL databases provide a solution to store large quantities of data. Distributed systems use parallel computing and the MapReduce framework to support parallel processing of different data at the same time. Due to the complexity of the data that need to be analyzed and the scalability of the underlying algorithms that support such processes, social big data processing is becoming a challenging task [74] [75]. To handle social big data efficiently, statistical models and machine learning algorithms are applied for data analysis. Besides the established data processing methods, our study also investigated newly developed data analytic techniques.

The survey paper aims to provide a comprehensive overview of this emerging field. Numerous representative applications of social big data were reviewed in Section 3, including using social network data for event detection, building intelligent systems, and applications that are linked to economics and social issues. The big data era creates opportunities in data applications and management advancement, but it also brings challenges to data processing and real-time analytics. The study discussed open questions and key challenges in social big data, including privacy issues and challenges in terms of data quality and underlying problems in text mining of the social big data.
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